Abstract
School Selection
In each of the five participating states, application forms were distributed to high schools. The applying schools had to propose a team of at least two teachers. The teacher team proposed one of several methods of using the Ais materials: teach the AiS materials in a year-long course in computational science, integrate the AiS materials into the regular classes of science, or form an Ais club. The most successful schools have offered a year-long course in which to use the Ais materials.
In the application, the teacher team had to propose how they intended to attract minority, female, disadvantaged, and other students who are normally under-represented in technical populations. In cases where the school did not have a large minority population, geographically isolated population, or population below the poverty level, the teacher team proposed very specific means for attracting the target population.
The application also addressed the qualifications of the teacher team in presenting the Ais material to students.
Computing and networking experience, as well as science teaching experience, are attributes of successful teacher teams. It is important that the teachers be able to work as a tam The teachers spend time working on projects as a team as well as developing the curriculum for their school.
The completed applications were reviewed by a committee convened in each state. The intended result was the selection of schools in which the target population would be reached, and also where the teacher team had the potential to be successful in implementing the Ais curriculum.
Program Elements
The Ais program has many elements. To understand the process of involving a diverse population, as well as the assessment results, it is important to have an overall view of the program.
Each Ais school is provided with teacher and student accounts on a sun station that serves as a fiont end machine to a DOE parallel supercomputer, and direct access to the Internet at 56-kilobits-per-second or better. They are loaned four Macintosh computers that are loaded with various software programs: Web browsers; a word processor, spreadsheet, communications package and database management system; NCSA telnet; and scientific visu-'Managed by Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Inc., under contract DE-AC05-840R21400 with the U.S. Department of Energy. alization software. The schools are also loaned a color printer.
The program provides each school with continuing technical support. This is important to help prevent a software, hardware, or network problem from interfering with the progress of the class. Because of this technical support, "down time" due to technical problems have been kept to a minimum. This allows the teacher to concentrate efforts on the curriculum, especially the projects that the students are developing.
In the Summer following the selection of schools, the teacher teams attended a Summer Institute in their home state. The teachers were familiarized with all the hardware and software that was placed in their school, as well as with exploring the Internet and using the parallel processor supercomputers. During the Summer Institute teachers discussed ways in which mentors could help their students with the year-long projects. Ideas were shared in ways to acquire mentors. They worked as a team to develop a project similar to what their students would be working on during the school year. They also had time to plan the curriculum and discuss suitable time lines for the students. During the year, the teachers are supported with two workshops. During these workshops, the teachers are able to share new ideas -to share what works and what doesn't. The teachers form a close working relationship as they share during these sessions. The ability to also e-mail fellow participants allow teachers to network with each other 011 a regular basis.
In the Fall of the school year, teachers introduce their students to FORTRAN programming, scientific visualization, and Intemet exploration. As the students identify their computational science project, they learn various ways to acquire a mentor for that project. The remainder of the year is focused on completing a project, which is undertaken by a single student, or teams of two to four students. The projects are presented at an Exposition in each Ais state, which is essentially a science fair for computational science projects. Completed projects are judged by a team of computational scientists, and the top entrants in each of the five participating states compete in a national Ais Exposition in Washington, DC.
Essential Characteristics of AIS
Schools must apply to participate in Ais. In so doing, they make a number of commitments that will help insure their success. Among these commitments are the teaching of a computational science class, teacher attendance at the Teacher teams are essential to provide mutual support in the school, to marshal a diverse background, and to ensure against a teacher trying to implement the Ais program alone. It is usual for an individual to master all of the skills used in ithe Ais program. Therefore, the stronger and more diversified the teaching team is, the stronger the Ais program in the school.
Student diversity is achieved by recruitment or by virtue of favorable demographics. Teachers are given gender equity training during the Summer Institute. AiS teachers are reminded to allow students fair share of computer time. They also discuss ways in which they may recruit students for the program.
The: team projects require students to develop an ability for cooperative leaming as they work together on the project. Students are given control of the learning process in the PUS class. The overall focus for the school year is provided by these projects. After the student prepares the technical paper for the project, they then develop displays and presentations of the project for the Spring Exposition.
The project and interactive nature of Ais require the teachers to act as academic coaches, rather than lecturers. The: teachers become facilitators and help the students become aggressive learners. While using the technology available to them and their students, the teachers realize that these tools foster the "student's abilities, revolutionize the way they work and think and give them new access to the world" [ 11.
In most cases, Ais classes are multi-grade. This varies considerably from the average science class, allowing the student!;' awareness in many areas of science to increase. This allows students, especially female students, who have a delayed interest in science, to be motivated and encouraged to become involved in more science courses [2]. Often students return to refine projects started in previous years in Ais. The more experienced students provide some guidance and encouragement for the younger students. Ai!; insures that the level of technology that the students h,we is reasonably commensurate with what is used today in research and business. This includes a direct network (]non-modem) connection, and emphasize the exchange of information over the Intemet-rather than by CD-ROM or diskette.
Vkwed as an experiment, it has been essential to incorporase an evaluation of Ais by a third party. This has been done by the Center for Children and Technology. The results are described in the Evaluation section.
The project orientation provides considerable focus for the year's activities. With the use of modem technology, this focus makes the AIS curriculum 'authentic' in the sense that their progress resembles the manner in which a real research team would approach solving a problem. The processes that they go through to develop their projects, including forming teams and learning many tools to cany out their trade, are all elements of authentic education.
Although AIS did not set out to drive systemic change, many of the characteristics of Ais have conspired to produce systemic change. Perhaps, this is a better approach than trying to abstractly determine what steps one should take to promote systemic change. In Ais, systemic change is a natural consequence.
Observations
Small school districts have had more success at implementing the Ais program. They seem to have more flexibility in absorbing the significant changes that Ais requires. Intemet access is useful at all schools for providing a world view, and it is particularly significant at schools that are geographically isolated.
Three years into the program, we find that we are able to decrease the level of technical support. For example, in Tennessee, with 15 schools, we are able to go from two graduate students to one part-time Ais teacher for technical support. Many of the AIS teachers can solve a majority of their technical problems themselves.
As in any science course, preparing to teach Ais requires extra time from most teachers. It might be advisable to incorporate a provision in the school application that guarantees the participating teachers an appropriate level of release time.
Many Ais schools have students using the computers early in the morning before school until late in the evening after school, as well as all hours during the day. In some cases, we have provided a laptop computer for teachers to take home. Since the classroom machines are normally fully used by students, this can be the only means for teachers to have adequate time on the computer to improve their computer skills.
Students are largely motivated by the fact that they h d
AiS to be fun, not because they see it as a career move. At the high school age, the pleasure derived from participating in Ais contributes to its success, and to further recruitment of students.
In Ais, parent and community involvement is teacherled. No attempt has been made as yet to institutionalize this aspect of the program. In some instances, the community has provided considerable matching equipment. The impact of Ais on teachers and students is dramatic. For many, it truly changes their lives.
Evaluation Results
The evaluation of the Ais program was based on final project presentation. Performance-based assessment established on a standard format measures was used to assess video taped student presentations. Each video presentation was scored by trained coders using established performance assessment criteria. The two formal central findings are:
"Over half of the Ais students demonstrated a mastery of their computational areas of inquiry. These students effectively integrated knowledge across the conceptual and technical dimensions of their work by successfully applying computational techniques to a well-defined set of questions" [ 31.
"There was no evidence of a gap in achievement based either on student sex or race, suggesting that the Ais approach to leaming is effectively overcoming sex-and race-based performance gaps that remain evident in numerous indicators of math and science performance" [3].
Conclusions Regarding Diversity
The Ais recruitment process tends to result in Ais classes, on average, mirroring the national demographics. However, the same can be said, in many cases, for required high school classes. The important distinction of Ais is the fact that the outcomes are independent of race and sex. Because of the complexity of any classroom situation, we have not definitively identified which characteristics of Ais provide this result.
